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Star Trek: Strange New Worlds VII

2004-06-29

our seventh anthology features original star trek star trek the next generation star trek deep space nine star trek voyager and star
trek enterprise stories written by star trek fans for star trek fans featuring new stories by new writers and a few contest veterans
strange new worlds vii spans the entire star trek universe from the original days of captain kirk and throughout the tenures of captains
picard sisko and janeway and back in time again to archer each of these unforgettable stories explores the past and future of star trek
from many different perspectives this year s contributors include kevin lauderdale kevin killiany christian grainger paul j kaplan muri
mccage pat detmer gerri leen julie hyzy kelly cairo john coffren scott pearson jeff d jacques jim johnson anne e clements russ crossley
susan s mccrackin catherine e pike g wood annie reed louisa m swann brett hudgins amy sisson and frederick kim

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds I

1999-07-14

here s what you the fans have demanded for decades an anthology featuring original star trek star trek the next generation star trek
deep space nine and star trek voyager stories written by star trek fans for star trek fans after a lengthy competition that drew
thousands of submissions these astounding stories written exclusively by brand new authors were selected for their originality and
style these eighteen fantastic tales rocket across the length and breadth of federation time and space from when captain kirk explored
the galaxy on the first starship enterprise through captain picard s u s s enterprise 1701 d and captain sisko s deep space nine to
captain janeway s voyager with many fascinating stops along the way this all new volume contains stories by landon cary dalton
phaedra m weldon keith l davis dayton ward dylan otto krider jerry m wolfe peg robinson kathy oltion bobbie benton hull alara rogers
franklin thatcher christina f york vince bonasso patrick cumby j a rosales jaq andrews jackee c and craig d b patton find out what
happens in the star trek universe when fans like you take the helm

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds IX

2006-08-22
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the tales featured in strange new worlds rocket readers across the length and breadth of federation time and space from captain
jonathan archer s first exploration of the galaxy on board the very first starship enterprise through to captain picard s tenure on the
uss enterprise 1701 d and beyond here you can read a fresh and original take on captain benjamin sisko s role on deep space nine captain
kathryn janeway s homeward journey with the crew of the starship voyager captain archer s encounters with the xindi and many more
ports of call along the way strange new worlds 9 includes stories from all five star trek incarnations star trek the original series
star trek the next generation star trek deep space nine star trek voyager and star trek enterprise

New Worlds, New Civilizations

2012-08-28

they said it couldn t be done all the myriad worlds which have been sought out and explored through more than 500 television episodes
and nine star trek movies mapped illustrated and brought to life in the pages of a comprehensive star trek atlas from the comparatively
crowded space of the alpha and beta quadrants home to earth and vulcan bajor and betazed the cardassian union and the romulan and
klingon empires to the distant gamma quadrant controlled by the dominion to the far reaches of the delta quadrant home space of the
borg where of federation explorers only the crew of the uss voyager has ever been new worlds new civilizations catalogues peoples and
planets from all four corners of the galaxy ever wondered where the blue skinned bolians originated from or what it is like on the
permanently frozen homeworld of the bloodless breen from the first world that the first away team landed on under the command of
christopher pike in the original pilot episode the cage a world that has been off limits to the federation ever since to the world of the ba
ku as seen in star trek insurrection all these and many more are described and depicted in all their fascinating detail by a team of star
studded contributors produced in the finest tradition of bestselling star trek illustrated reference from pocket books such as the art
of star trek and where no man has gone before new worlds new civilizations will be an essential addition to every trekker s shelves

Strange New Worlds

2012-10-23

devotees of star trek have always written stories about their favourite characters they circulate in fanzines at conventions and
latterly on the internet now for the first time star trek fans have the chance to find their stories in print in an official star trek book
strange new worlds is the result of a competition run by pocket books to find new star trek authors and out of thousands of entries
the book includes the eighteen winning stories selected by top star trek author dean wesley smith and the pocket us editorial team the
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quality of these stories is astounding and has won strange new worlds critical acclaim buy this book and find out what it takes to
get into star trek print

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds: The High Country

2024-04-02

when an experimental shuttlecraft fails captain christopher pike suspects a mechanical malfunction only to discover the very principles
on which starfleet bases it technology have simple stopped function the crew is forced to abandon ship in a dangerous maneuver that
scatters their party setting out to find his crewmates pike encounters a surprising face from his past and discovers that one people s
utopia might be someone else s purgatory adapted from jacket

Star Trek #59

2016-07-13

don t miss part 1 of the 2 part series finale it s the penultimate chapter in the latest five year mission of the u s s enterprise as captain
kirk and the crew encounter themselves celebrate the 50th anniversary of star trek with this all new story that brings two timelines
together

Star Trek: New Visions, Vol. 3

2016-03-23

john byrne presents all new feature length tales set in the star trek the original series universe done in a unique one of a kind
photomontage style collects the stories resistance featuring the borg 1971 where captain kirk is sent 200 years into the past to meet
gary seven and the survival equation as killer androids start showing up by the dozen collects issues 6 8
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Star Trek: Strange New Worlds VI

2003-06

written by fans especially for star trek fans this is the sixth anthology featuring original stories based on characters from the tv
shows up to and including star trek voyager

Strange New Worlds II

2012-10-16

pocket books two strange new worlds competitions have drawn thousand of entries from aspiring star trek writers from the mountain
of submissions received editor and established star trek author dean wesley smith has selected eighteen winning stories each one chosen
for their combination of originality and style these tales rocket across the length and breadth of federation time and space from when
captain kirk first went where no man has gone before to captain picard s exploration in the uss enterprise d to captain sisko s command
of space station deep space nine to captain katherine janeway s epic journey in the uss voyager there are no limits to the star trek
universe when the fans are allowed to let their imagination take the helm

Star Trek Movie Tie-In

2009-05-12

kirk and spock graduates from star fleet academy with contrasting personalities must work together with their crew to defeat an alien
captain intent on destroying all intelligent life in the galaxy

Star Trek: Discovery #1

2017-11-29

warp into adventure with this new comic book series that ties into the new star trek television show premiering in late september on cbs
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all access in the u s the space channel in canada and netflix throughout the rest of the world details remain secretive so we can t show
you covers yet but we can tell you that you won t want to miss this very special klingon centric series be prepared for action
adventure and star trek at its best

The Star Trek Book New Edition

2021-08-05

to boldly expand your star trek horizons re engage the new edition of the star trek book takes readers even further into one of the
greatest science fiction universes ever created this unique insightful and comprehensive examination of an enduring much loved franchise
features every era of star trek in one volume from the pioneering 1960s tv series to the latest movies and streaming shows including
star trek beyond star trek discovery star trek picard and star trek short treks written by star trek experts this book is packed with
stunning film and tv stills illuminating infographics and incisive specially curated essays that unlock the mysteries of the ever expanding
star trek universe from new and legendary heroes such as james t kirk jean luc picard and michael burnham to iconic villains like khan q
and the borg to fascinating alien species like the vulcans klingons and ferengi this book explores the central characters technology
civilizations and events that have shaped the complex epic story of star trek resistance is futile this is the star trek of a lifetime you
don t want to miss tm 2021 cbs studios inc 2021 paramount pictures corp star trek and related marks and logos are trademarks of
cbs studios inc all rights reserved

Star Trek: New Visions, Vol. 5

2017-10-04

all new feature length tales set in the star trek the original series universe done in a unique one of a kind photomontage style this
volume collects the stories swarm the hidden face sam and the never collected before short story more the serpent than the dove
collects issues 12 14

Strange New Worlds III

2012-10-16
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pocket books strange new worlds competitions have drawn many thousands of entries from aspiring star trek writers now by popular
demand comes a third collection of prize winning fiction by writers whose enthusiasm for and knowledge of the star trek universe is
second to none from the mountain of submissions received editor and established star trek author dean wesley smith has selected the
winning stories each one chosen for their combination of originality and style these tales rocket across the length and breadth of
federation time and space from the days when captain kirk first went where no man has gone before to captain picard s exploration in the
uss enterprise d to captain sisko s command of space station deep space nine to captain katherine janeway s epic journey in the uss
voyager find out what happens in the star trek universe when its fans are allowed to take the helm

Star Trek

1993-01-01

the stories featured in strange new worlds vi rocket readers across the length and breadth of federation space from the earliest days
of deep space exploration with captain jonathan archer and the first uss enterprise to the epic journey of captain kathryn janeway and
the crew of the uss voyager all five television series are represented enterprise star trek star trek the next generation star trek deep
space nine and star trek voyager several previous strange new worlds winners have gone on to be star trek novelists with official tie
ins published by pocket books see what it takes to be a published star trek writer and discover the novelists of the future in strange new
worlds vi

Star Trek, the New Voyages

1980

captain kirk and the enterprise must defend the colonists of belle terre from aliens using biochemical warfare

Strange New WorldsVI

2012-10-16

all new star trek series following the adventures of captain kirk and the iconic crew new worlds new species new ships and a new danger
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unlike anything the federation has encountered before boldly go into a new era of star trek collects issues 1 6

Star Trek: The Original Series: New Earth #5: Thin Air

2000-08

the official comics tie in to the blockbuster new star trek television show continues here secrets of the new characters are revealed as
star trek embarks on a bold new journey

Star Trek: Boldly Go, Vol. 1

2017-08-23

john byrne presents all new feature length tales set in the star trek the original series universe done in a unique one of a kind
photomontage style in mister chekov find out what roles the navigator played aboard the enterprise before his promotion to the
starboard seat in of woman born dr mccoy confronts captain kirk with a staggering discovery lt carolyn palamas is pregnant with the
child of apollo or is she and in swarm an alien threat that numbers in the millions appears and star systems are already dying what can
the crew of the enterprise do alone

Star Trek

1976

the official behind the scenes guide to the hit new star trek television series this essential guide to the highly anticipated new star trek
television series takes fans behind the scenes and into the strange new worlds of star trek discovery and is packed with amazing images
including production artwork and exclusive prop photography
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Star Trek: Discovery #3

2018-03-14

celebrate 50 years of one of the longest running and beloved sci fi franchises with the star trek book this comprehensive guide to the
series delves into the myriad worlds and different dimensions visited by the crew of the u s s enterprise discover the amazing science of
star trek and how it has influenced real world technology such as flip phones featuring informative and analytical text combined with
exciting photography and infographics throughout the star trek book is broken down into main categories such as science and
technology starfleet allies and enemies and more perfect for fans of the various star trek tv series including the next generation deep
space nine voyager and enterprise the star trek book details everything you need to know about 50 years of excitement and adventure
on the final frontier 2016 cbs studios inc 2016 paramount pictures corporation star trek and related marks are trademarks of cbs
studios inc all rights reserved

Star Trek: New Visions, Vol. 4

2017-01-04

new york times best selling author and star trek uber scribe peter david unveils his all new adventures of the new frontier saga in the
official continuation of his blockbuster series of novels in part two of slingshot admiral jellico steals a prototype time ship or does he
not everything is what it seems art and cover by stephen thompson

Star Trek Discovery: Official Collector's Edition Book

2017-11-28

ambassador sarek meets his future wife captain ransom atones for his sins t pol pursues a composer after she is captivated by the human
s music strands of dna are woven together from four starfleet captains creating one man with one mission an entity fights for its right
to live despite the fact that it is not alive from the ordinary to the extraordinary all of these stories are embraced by the vision of
star trek when gene roddenberry created star trek he also tapped a wellspring of human imagination viewers were transformed into fans
who embraced the show and turned the definition of fan on its ear however when what was on the screen was simply not enough fans
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started writing their own stories which they then shared among friends and family ten years ago pocket books offered star trek fans a
unique opportunity to become a part of the star trek mythos a contest was created in which the best stories submitted by
nonprofessional writers would be published and over the course of a decade hundreds of pounds of submissions poured in many of the
writers who submitted to strange new worlds went on to become professional writers this time there are nineteen writers rigel ailur
david delee m c demarco rick dickson louis e doggett aimee ford foster edgar governo robyn sullivent gries jim johnson gerri leen muri
mccage brian seidman randy tatano paul c tseng rob vagle laura ware carolyn winifred jerry m wolfe and jeremy yoder we welcome them
to the book that is by the fans for the fans

The Star Trek Book

2016-06-07

john byrne continues his new star trek photonovel adventures with made out of mudd harry mudd has gotten under jim kirk s skin before
but never quite like thisƒ alien artifacts klingons and a mad man s schemes add up to headaches for the captain and his crew all that
plus tribbles

Star Trek: New Frontier #2

2007-07-10

john byrne continues his new star trek photonovel adventures with this tale as the crew of the starship enterprise faces a menace three
millions years in the making plus something more recent but no less deadly presenting a follow up to the classic episode the doomsday
machine as well as robot a brand new tale of murder and mystery

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds X

1978

the official behind the scenes guide to the hit new star trek television series this essential guide to the 6th star trek television series
takes fans behind the scenes and into the strange new worlds of star trek discovery and is packed with amazing images including
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production artwork and exclusive prop photography

Star Trek: New Visions #4: Made Out of Mudd

2018-09-04

for readers new to the new frontier series and for fans of peter david s original creation the charismatic complex and volatile captain
mackenzie calhoun the first eight books in the new frontier series are here collected into one magnificent omnibus volume from rescuing
refugees from the thallonian empire to battling the unstoppable black mass the adventures of captain calhoun and his crew will have
both collectors and first time fans on the edge of their seats

Star Trek: New Visions #3: Cry Vengeance

2012-08-07

in this new frontier novel the crew of the u s s excalibur find themselves thrust into another universe and must find a way home by any
means following the dramatic events of after the fall captain mackenzie calhoun and the crew of the u s s excalibur find themselves
catapulted headlong into another universe far from the new thallonian protectorate and sector 221 g a place where an ancient war
rages between two powerful alien races but calhoun has no intention of staying here for very long and adopting the time honored
philosophy of the enemy of my enemy is my friend takes it upon himself to somehow and by any means necessary persuade one side or the
other to help him and his crew get back home meanwhile the shadow of war has fallen over the new thallonian protectorate and an
embattled si cwan faces growing treachery as he attempts to maintain his tenuous hold on power with starfleet and the federation
declaring sector 221 g temporarily off limits admiral elizabeth shelby and captain kat mueller decide to take matters into their own
hands ignoring orders by trying to find some way of getting to the excalibur presuming there is any excalibur to get to but they never
count on the most unexpected of allies an old friend whose shifting loyalties are about to be put to the ultimate test even as a
growing cataclysm looms

Star Trek

2006-02-28
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the usa today bestseller based on the new star trek tv series fifteen years ago you led us out of the darkness you commanded the
greatest rescue armada in history then the unimaginable what did that cost you your faith your faith in us your faith in yourself tell
us why did you leave starfleet admiral every end has a beginning and this electrifying novel details the events leading into the new star
trek tv series introducing you to brand new characters featured in the life of jean luc picard widely considered to be one of the most
popular and recognizable characters in all of science fiction

Star Trek Discovery: Special Edition The Making of Season 1 Book

2020-02-11

the most dangerous experimental vessel in the galaxy�a prototype time ship�has vanished and it appears that the man who stole it is
none other than starfleet admiral edward jellico only mackenzie calhoun and the crew of excalibur have a hope in finding him before the
ship intended purely for scientific exploration is used to disrupt the space time continuum

No Limits

2016-04-28

follow the adventures of the crew of the u s s enterprise in the timeline based on the new movies as they continue their five year mission
of discovery into unchartered space in deity the crew arrives at the previously unexplored planet banks 216 sending an away team that
becomes exposed when a massive alien ship arrives in orbit then captain kirk and the crew are about to encounter their strangest
discovery yet themselves in the mirror mirror storyline live evil plus the ship faces off with a renegade faction of orions intent on
disrupting the truce between their species and the federation in reunion in legacy of spock the elder spock joins the last survivors of
vulcan to search the galaxy for a new home and in connection the crew come into contact with a ship that looks eerily familiar
collects the final 13 issues 48 60 of the first star trek ongoing series from idw

Star Trek: New Frontier: Missing in Action

2018-04-17
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the blockbuster series continues with an all new star trek adventure set after the events of star trek beyond captain kirk and the crew
of the u s s endeavour encounter a new threat to the federation but one very familiar to star trek fans meanwhile spock and uhura face
an uncertain future on new vulcan

Star Trek: Picard: The Last Best Hope

2016-11-09

new york times bestselling author peter david s unforgettable novels of captain mackenzie calhoun and the crew of the starship
excalibur remain one of star trek s most popular book series among fans now david takes the new frontier universe in a bold direction
that will at once shock thrill and delight longtime and brand new readers of this acclaimed series three years have passed since the
events depicted in the novel stone and anvil and for the past and present crew members of the u s s excalibur life has taken many
surprising twists and turns captain elizabeth shelby has been promoted to admiral and heads space station bravo while her former ship
the u s s trident has a new captain soleta has left starfleet to embrace the perils of exploring her romulan heritage the powerful zak
kebron serves as the excalibur s counselor and head of security and mackenzie calhoun well mackenzie calhoun s still who he is as si
cwan prime minister of the new thallonian protectorate prepares to marry off his sister kalinda in a politically advantageous pairing
that will strengthen his newly restored empire the bride to be is abducted just before the wedding in a calamitous event that threatens
to destabilize the entire sector especially since kalinda s abductor is someone all too familiar as the excalibur the trident and the entire
thallonian fleet attempt to bring order to their sector of space none could ever suspect that a mysterious alien force may also be
playing a part in kalinda s disappearance and that the entire galaxy may soon face a long forgotten enemy

Star Trek: New Frontier

2004-11-30

new feature length tales set in the star trek the original series universe done in a unique one of a kind photomontage style collects three
stories in swarm the enterprise faces an alien threat that numbers in the millions in the hidden face a chance encounter with a drifting ship
leads the crew to a world where the most obscene thing imaginable is the human face and in sam captain kirk must face one of the
greatest moral challenges of his life proving the innocence of a confessed killer sam his own brother collects issues 12 14 and the
short story more of the serpent than the dove
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Star Trek: New Adventures Volume 5

2017-09-05

from the universe of star trek the next generation throughout the star trek new frontier saga mark mchenry the navigator on the u s s
excalibur has demonstrated abilities beyond those of the somewhat odd human being he appears to be when the inhabitants of an innocent
solar system are confronted by a menace linked to the source of mchenry s powers his true heritage is revealed at last meanwhile zak
kebron is going through a startling change that will leave him both more and less than he was

Star Trek: Boldly Go #2

2001-12-19

Star Trek: New Frontier: After the Fall

Star Trek: New Visions Volume 5

Star Trek: New Frontier: Being Human
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